
changes everything

How always-on mobile and consumer feedback combine to create huge opportunities for brands
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7 WAYS the mobile consumer

Reviews double mobile conversion

Apparel, beauty, 
and electronics 
top mobile 
research 

Responsive design creates 
an effective web experience 
on every screen size

Mobile optimized emails 
double response rates

Store-specific functionality 
encourages in-store 
mobile research

Holidays attract new 
mobile shoppers – 
and permanently 
change behavior

Mobile 
showrooming 
drives in-store 
purchases
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Shoppers’ mobile use in 
research and buying is 
exploding. Currently, eight 
in ten smartphone owners 
are smartphone shoppers. 
And by 2016, 85% of all 
digital shoppers will be 
mobile shoppers as well. 

It’s no longer enough to think 
of consumers as online vs. 
in-store. The mobile shopper 
is neither and both of these, 
fast becoming the norm 
rather than the exception. 

2013 Christmas sales in the UK started 
earlier than ever.

More than half of mobile shoppers 
are more likely to purchase a product 
in-store when their mobile device helps 
them find online reviews, information, 
or trusted advice.

77% of smartphone-driven 
purchases happen in stores – 
not on the phone or later online.

Marketing emails and review submission forms are 
still largely designed for laptop/desktop use. But 
38% of email is opened on mobile devices, 
and 32% of reviews across our client network are 
submitted via mobile.

A Bazaarvoice client saw a 146% increase 
in response rate by switching to 
mobile-friendly, responsive email templates.

65% of shoppers prefer mobile sites to apps.

Responsive design automatically resizes websites to fit the 
screen – making the site display properly on any device.

Globally, clothing and footwear are 
the most researched non-digital 
products on mobile, with 32% of 
global mobile shoppers having 
browsed these categories. Health and 
beauty follows at 23%, with consumer 
electronics (21%) and toys and games 
(17%) not far behind.
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On Black Friday, mobile traffic grew 
61% year over year, and mobile 
sales reached 25.8% of total 
online sales for Thanksgiving.3
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The number of people who buy 
via mobile will increase 65%
between now and 2016.

By 2016, 85% of all digital 
shoppers will be mobile 
shoppers as well.2
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 Nearly half (48%) of mobile shoppers say being 
part of a store’s loyalty program makes them more 
likely to buy a product in the store, despite cheaper 
prices online.7
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